Halifax State School
Every Student Can Achieve

Student: ___________________

Students and the teacher have the right to be treated respectfully in their classroom.

Therefore:
- I should consider other people’s right to learn
- I should take care of all equipment
- I should respect others’ privacy
- I should speak politely and kindly at all times
- I should keep the classroom neat and tidy

1. Students and the teacher have the right to see everyone give their best.

Therefore:
- I should participate fully in all activities
- I should take pride in my work and achievements
- I should ask questions if I don’t understand
- I should try my hardest at all times

2. Students and the teacher have the right to expect a show of responsibility in their classroom.

Therefore:
- I should be organised and prepared
- I should work to complete tasks on time
- I should help my classmates when needed
- I should follow instructions

3. Students and the teacher have the right to be safe and feel comfortable in their classroom.

Therefore:
- I should use all equipment safely and sensibly
- I should move sensibly and carefully around the room
- I should have a strong belief in myself

If students make the effort to respect the rights of others their behaviour will be recognised in the following ways:

WHOLE SCHOOL SYSTEM
- Weekly Recognition = Student of the Week Certificate
- Term Recognition = Participation in Rewards Day

CLASS SYSTEM
- Daily Recognition passport stamp
- Term Recognition = Earn and Learn Rewards Day

If students don’t make the effort to respect the rights of others, the following will occur (in order)
1. Rule Reminder
2. Warning of possible consequences
3. Logical Consequence e.g. Time Out Reflection Sheet, Change of seating, Isolation in Room
4. Minor Consequence = Record on OneSchool, note to parents and consequence e.g. miss out on activity/play time
5. Three Minor Incidences in 5 days/Major incident referred to Office

Learning is a treasure that will follow its owner everywhere - Chinese proverb

Student’s signature: ___________________   Parent’s signature: ___________________   Teacher’s signature: ___________________